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Every fall my inbox gets filled with questions from parents about technology, internet, and their kids
returning to school. I have combed through those messages, as well as frequently asked questions
from presentations, to help answer what parents want to know most at this time of year. If you don't
see your question answered, give us a shout or leave a comment below.

Kids' Devices
Whether you are sending your kids back to school with a new device or an existing one, take time
to review privacy settings for both the device itself and the networks/apps they use. These settings
are 'subject to change' with minimal notice and your children could be giving away more
information than they intend. At the very least, both you and your children should check your
settings for when you are giving away your location and allowing access to your microphone.
I always advocate setting up a contract with your kids. This is not a way to control them but rather
set up expectations between both of you. You can download ours or we walk you through writing
your own. Keep in mind that if your child is under 18 then *you* own their phone contract through
many carriers and are then accountable for the use of the phone. If you already have a contract,
now is a great time to review it.
Note on school WiFi: If you are expecting your child to run their device on a school WiFi system,
be sure to understand these points:
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Not all schools use filtering systems on their WiFi so your child could have access to
anything on their browser.
Some WiFi systems use filtering but only for school owned devices. Your child's 'guest'
devices could have free rein.
If your child has a cellular enabled device, they can still use this on school grounds if they
cannot get on the school's WiFi system.

Social Networks and Apps
Your child's social network and app use will depend largely on what their friends use. I have found
some schools are extensive users of one network, where as a school down the street has never
heard of it. Before you start a conversation with your kids, keep in mind that many of these
networks, games, and apps are how they communicate with their friends. If they feel like you may
take it away they won't tell you about it. Instead, approach them with curiosity and the intent to help
them stay safe.
Ask them what they are using
Have them show you how they use it (may be different than how you do or how you think
they do)
Familiarize yourself with the apps and networks. Check out our Network and App Resource
or our YouTube Channel for more info
Offer your kids tips on what to be careful about. Ex "Hey, I notice you are using your real
name. Do you think you could use a nickname? Let's talk about why that makes more
sense"

School Provided Devices, Email Addresses, and Social Networks
Now that tech has infiltrated in to schools, many schools are offering young kids their own email
addresses, memberships on social networks and even their own devices. Here's what you need to
know about each:
Email Address
If the school is providing an email it should be a Google For School email address. This is
specific to the education system. It does not tie in to Google's other networks and they do
not track the content.
Kids under 13 are not allowed on popular email systems like Gmail, Yahoo, and Hotmail. If
your school is encouraging you to sign your child up then you can say no. Here is more
information about why kids can't have email and what emails addresses are appropriate.
Social Networks
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There are helpful school specific networks that allow students and teachers to communicate
with each other. Though these are closed, make sure your child knows what the rules are
around these networks. I have heard of an 8 year old girl being contacted by 12 year olds
that she didn't know. Despite being within the school, this made her uncomfortable.
Many teachers now use networks like Instagram and Twitter in their classrooms. These can
be great tools but that doesn't make them safe for your young kids to use at home alone.
Take time to learn about any networks they are using.
Devices
Some schools have started providing chrome books or other tablets to students. Though
there is often filtering in the school for web browsing, rarely do these tablets have filters
outside the school. If a child takes their tablet to a coffee shop with free WiFi then they may
be able to reach any content they want.
If you have any concerns at all, contact the school. Many teachers I have spoken to very tech
savvy and understand what the kids are using and how they are using it. That said, some teachers
are just doing what they are told and may not be imparting on the safety rules on your kids. If you
don't like or don't understand what's going on then it is your right to ask.

Screen Time
I get asked this on *every* presentation. "What is the right amount of screen time?" This is a hard
question because there is no definite answer, only educated guesses. I feel every parent needs to
make a decision on what is right for their households, so I offer the following professional opinions
to help guide them:
From Addiction Councillors: Watch for internet use taking over other daily activities, especially
sleep. Gamers fall prey to this because online multiplayer games never end. When you log on
there are always people playing that you can join. Without hard stops in gameplay, there are no
easy triggers to turn it off. Watch the time limits your kids have online.
From Optometrists: There are numerous studies in terms of the blue light emitted from screens.
Additionally, with handheld tablets, kids hold them within inches of their faces. Most eye specialists
are now advocating that kids under 10 not be on any small screen for more than an hour a day, if at
all.
From Psychologists: Social Media can be a great connector for people who are physically
isolated but the act of browsing social media from a bedroom alone can lead to a sense of
inadequacy. People are always comparing their backstage mess to everyone else's highlight reel.
Also, kids often uses the measurements of likes on Instagram/YouTube or streaks on Snapchat to
gauge their value. Talk to kids about these things early.
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From Parents of older kids: Setting up guidelines at an early age is key. If very young kids are
allowed free rein online then they will continue to expect it as they age. If online/internet/gaming
time is treated as privilege and a reward then kids respect it as such. Many parents swear by rules
like 'homework first' or 'no devices at the dinner table'.

In Summary:
Check device settings annually
Set up or review your contract
Ask your child what apps they use, learn about them
Question the school if they give your child tech you don't like or understand
Make decisions early on about screen time

More information
These articles are also geared at parents and may help you along away.
Kids Internet Safety Overview
Tools to Monitor and Manage Kids Online Lives
Understanding Online Games for Kids
Cyberbullying - How to recognize, avoid, and escalate it (Guest post by internet safety expert and
ex-police officer Darren Laur)
How to Report Cyberbullies on all Major Networks

Always feel free to reach out with questions or concerns. In addition to
seminars for schools, we also provide personal online audits and lots of free
materials you can download to help you on your way.
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